Attention traders, investors, or ANYONE who wants to make MORE profit in the market

Here are 3 Big Reasons Why Most Traders
Lose Money in the Market... and What You Can
Do Differently So You Book More Profits on a
Steady, Consistent Basis
If you’re tired of watching other people buy mansions, sports cars and yachts with
their trading profits… this simple advice will build the foundation you need in order to
generate amazing profits consistently, safely, and reliably.
That's right... if you’re frustrated with your current trading results and you’d like an
easier way to enjoy more profits and financial security in your life, keep reading...

Dear Fellow Trader:
Adam Mesh here... and I want to show you something cool.
If you take a penny and double it every day for 30 straight days... you end up with
$10,700,000.
That's 10 MILLION dollars! All from doubling a penny.
THIS is the awesome power of leverage and is what makes so many investors rich. And it's
THIS kind of leverage and potential to make money that attracts people to the stock market.
Stocks are the fastest and easiest way for ANYONE to make a lot of money. It's true... the
leverage is what makes them one of the last ways for the regular, average Joe to get rich.
If you had bought just 1,000 shares of Microsoft, Walmart, Google, or Apple stocks when they
first went public... you'd be sitting on millions right now.

That's the Power of the Stock Market!
Had you invested $10,000 in Walmart back in the 90's... you'd be sitting on $4 million right
now. Had you bought Microsoft thirteen years ago, your $10,000 investment would be more
than $6 million today.
You get the picture. If you get into the RIGHT stocks at the right time... you can get wealthy.
Well, that is, IF you know what you're doing. Because stocks have made a lot of people
rich... many traders get into the market with the dreams of striking it rich too.
The problem is... because so many traders want to find the next Walmart or Microsoft... they

throw rules out the window and don't trade the right way. They let emotions get in the way.
They swing for the fences with an “all or nothing” mentality. Since they don't know what
they're doing... the chances of making money are slim.
Look, the key to making a fortune in the stock market is to follow a few simple, proven rules
that all successful traders follow. When you do, you can win more trades, more often and pull
steady, consistent gains that add up.
You just need to know what you're doing and what to look for.
It boils down to simple rules that have been successful since the market was created. And
yes, if you follow the same rules other traders have used to get rich... you can get rich too!
In my view, the key to achieving great wealth happens when you follow some simple,
common sense rules that work in ALL markets.
If you'd like a quicker, easier way to book consistent profits... I'm going to show you the same
trading strategy that has made a LOT of traders HUGE profits in a very short amount of time.

Meet Your Partner in Profits...
Again, my name is Adam Mesh and I've coached thousands of students to all stages of
success in trading. But what I'm about to show you... I've never shown anyone before.
A few years ago I met Christian Tharp. Like me... Christian enjoys teaching and coaching.
In fact, Christian began coaching for our group. And committed to becoming the best,
Christian became a member of an "elite corps" of Certified Market Technicians. There are
fewer than 2,000 of these amazing specialists the world over!
That's not all...Christian Tharp is also my Chief Technical Analyst and senior stock market
coach. In the past 4 years he has personally coached over 1,200 students to success.
But it's what Christian showed me... that no one else saw, which is why I'm writing this.
From his time spent in the market, and coaching other traders to spot good trades... he found
out 3 HUGE reasons why most traders were losing money.
The reason why that's so important is... if you know why they're losing money, you can avoid
those same mistakes and make more money as a result!

Why Most Traders Lose Money…
If you’ve ever gambled, you know the emotion involved when it comes to risking your money.
Well, if there’s one thing that gets in the way of making money when trading... it’s your
emotions. If there’s no system to follow... traders “wing it” and let their emotions take over.

95% of people lose money when trading because they let their emotions get in the way. Fear
and greed make people forget the rules and enter into trades they shouldn't.
Fear can keep you on the sidelines when you SHOULD be entering into a great trade set up.
Greed can keep you in a position for WAY too long. And what that does is... it makes it so
your profits dwindle and even your starting capital can disappear.

3 Mistakes That Keep Most Traders From making Money
 Swinging for the fences, trying to hit home runs but instead, you strike out
 You let fear or greed sway your trade decisions... so either you sit on the sideline too
long or stay in a position too long
 You're just overwhelmed because you're making everything so much harder than it has
to be... you have 20 windows open on your computer, thousands of charts and graphs
you've looked at, and you feel like your head is about to explode
See, most traders tend to trade on emotions like fear or greed. Or, they swing for the fences
and try to hit home runs with each trade... instead of pulling in steady, consistent profits.
And they over-complicate things to the point they're always looking for the “next level” stuff.
Because SO MANY traders are always thinking there's gotta be a harder, more difficult
solution that works better...

They Continue to Lose More Trades
I can tell you from experience... if you can get rid of these 3 mistakes... you'll make more
money than you've ever made in the market.
The approach Christian shared with me will give you the simple, basic, PROVEN rules of
trading that can eliminate these 3 mistakes.
You'll know when to enter a trade, when to exit, and how to protect yourself from fear, greed,
and other emotions. This way, you can keep all emotion out of it.
See, during the time that Christian was helping me coach... he spent a ton of time following
the markets... noticing themes, cycles, and regular patterns. He was very analytical and able
to take complex matters and break them down into simple systems.
After Christian and I started making a lot of money in the market, he realized that what we
were doing could be reduced to a set of rules, technical charting aspects, guidelines and
disciplines that any trader could use.
In fact, he began to apply the principles he learned and was able to develop a simple trading
methodology. Over time, he began to refine and perfect his trading methods so they produced
more profits, more consistently.
Over the last year, Christian has developed an amazing stock trading system that shows you

how to buy and sell stocks at the right time... allowing you to make a steady, consistent profit.

He Called it his “5-Star Trading” System...
The 5 Star Trading System is based on his years of research in the stock market and years of
trial and error.... learning how to find solid trades with quick and easy profit.
From the beginning, I knew Christian was on to something special after he let me read it.
What I read in his "how-to manual" amazed me.
For the first time ever... here was a clear, concise system of everything you SHOULD be
doing to beat the market. These rules, tips, patterns, filters and techniques are what we call
"the right way to trade" and the best way to pull out healthy profits and gains.
What Christian had written was based on what caused almost all traders to lose trades and
more money. Everyone who ignores the rules, steps, and methods in this book will never be
winning traders! These are the ground rules that EVERY investor should know—

And Every Trader MUST Learn
I'm going to tell you all about that breakthrough "how-to manual" and how YOU can learn and
profit from everythi

sure those 3 mistakes were left out of the equation. When you know what you're doing, and
what to look for in the market... you’ll be:






Confident in your ability to evaluate the quality of a trade. No more fear or worry
Relaxed because you know what you're doing, so there's no confusion.
Calmly take high probability trades and milk them for solid profits that will add up.
Avoiding disastrous trades.
Enjoy more profits because you see more opportunities

Introducing the 5-Star Trading Academy
Christian's 5-Star Trading Academy gives you the background knowledge you can use to
enjoy more winning trades and more healthy profits from the market.
It will show you how to "trade right". I say “right” because it makes sure you DON'T make the
3 big mistakes that most traders make to lose money.
You'll have the how-to, the when-to, when-not-to and the what-to-do!
This is a complete and powerful trading course that can produce consistent trading profits!
Better yet, it’s even easier to put into practice because the rules are clear and simple.
Once you follow the program, you’ll enjoy a feeling of confidence when trading. You can start
investing smarter by following the steps that are ignored by most traders.
After a few minutes, you’ll feel a new sense of clarity about your trading. Strategies to build a
profitable trading portfolio will become obvious.
The trading manual can be read in a couple of evenings and the workbook will sharpen your
trading skills so that you win more trades and make bigger gains. The video tutorials illustrate
everything in the course and bring it to life.
By focusing on making small, steady, consistent gains over time... The 5-Star Trading
Academy can make you a rich, successful trader.
The more you learn and practice using the proper tools...

The More Confident You Become in Your Trading!
You can profit from following and copying the rules that have helped Christian and I win and
profit from the market, over and over again.
There are very few people in this industry that can truthfully show you how to move past the
noise and confusion—and beat the market consistently.
Christian and I feel that's what separates us from the so-called “stock market gurus”. We
teach and trade by a basic system incorporating certain rules, technical signals, filters, and
chart patterns. This course shows you the things you must do and things you should NEVER

do. And things you can sometimes do, depending on market conditions and patterns.
This knowledge will help you take consistent profits out of the market and trade with more
accuracy. We're not looking for that next hot super-stock that MSNCB says will outperform
everything else.
We're looking for Plain Jane stocks that give us healthy, positive return after return.
You'll know exactly how to trade in any market, with almost any stock—and pick winner after
winner, over and over. And it's not hard to do at all.
Beginning with a small amount of money and armed with this information, you can turn
several thousand dollars into a fortune with your computer from anywhere in the world.

The Fastest and Easiest Way to Make Money In the Market
Best part: You DON’T have to be an expert! Just follow the system and bank your profits.
I've made a ton of money with this system, Christian has made a ton of money with it, and I
guarantee you can get the same amazing results. In fact, following the 5-star Trading
method... you'll pull in some of the easiest gains you'll ever make in the market.
And the best part is... Christian's 5-Star Trading system will help you jump right into trading a
lot faster... and make money a lot easier.
That's what the 5-Star Trading System does...

It Gives You the Foundation You Need!
If you know what to look for... you can identify the stocks that have potential to bring you
faster and bigger gains.
In fact, Christian showed me why it works so well.
Christian and I were sitting in a football stadium, watching a game last year. Christian turned
to me and asked me to "Take a good look around the stadium and then close your eyes."
I closed my eyes and Christian asked "how many blue shirts did you notice?"
I thought for a moment and said ,"I didn't notice any. I wasn't paying attention to blue shirts"
That's what happens when you're not focused on something specific. When it came to
noticing blue shirts, my eyes were wide open but I still didn't SEE them.
So, he asked me to scan the crowd again, but this time, look for blue shirts specifically.
I did and suddenly noticed blue shirts everywhere. Instantly, I experienced a quantum leap in
my ability to perceive blue shirts.

You've probably noticed this phenomenon at work when you're looking to buy a new car.
Once you decide on what new car you're going to buy... what happens?
You start to see that same car all over the place. They were always there.. but now you're
more aware of them. Those things were always there... now you're just conscious of them.
And just like with the blue shirts and cars... this course gives you the methods you can use to
SPOT winning trades and set ups more often.
Like the shirts and cars... once you KNOW what you're looking for, a target you can see...

Trade Opportunities and Great Set Ups will Stand out
Now you can SEE how to pick stocks that will bring you healthy gains and profits.
Quite frankly, the ability to see the things a trained expert can detect is what will help cut out
all the trial and error in the market for you... so you can start trading and making more money.
That's why this system can help you find the best stocks and incredible profits that come with
them. Anyone has the ability to make financial gains from the methods Christian uses.
The key is getting rich SLOWLY by making small gains often.
Those with a “get-rich-quick” mentality are the ones who lose. To minimize risk and increase
the chance of making money... go for small, steady gains consistently. THAT’S where the real
money is!

With $10,000 and an ROI of just 5% a month…
In just 10 years at a conservative ROI of 5% a month, you can turn $10,000 into a MILLION
DOLLARS. And that's not including monthly or daily compounding!
By following a set of proven trading rules and a system that's set up like Christian will show
you... you can grab steady, consistent profits in a quicker and simpler method.
Look, big risks are the result of a “get rich quick” mindset, which this is NOT. The big money
losers are those who don’t follow a system that makes regular profits consistently. Again, they
think “all or nothing” which is why they lose money by taking needless risks.
Christian can teach you how to trade, how to read the market, and when NOT to trade.
Follow his lead as he walks you through exactly what to do to make steady, automatic profits
EVERY DAY. You'll learn what to do and how to do it.
I’m confident that if you use this system properly, you’ll win more trades than you lose... and
profit much more. And the best part is — it only takes a few hours or so to learn.

Once you follow the system… you'll have a road map for enjoying bigger winners, more often
from the market.
Like I said, 5 Star Trading can shortcut the process for you because it gets rid of emotion,
gives you a proven system, and helps you win consistently... so you build your nest egg.
Whether you want to buy a summer beach house, a new swimming pool for your family, a
new car, pay off all your bills, or just have more peace of mind and comfort knowing you’re
financially secure… this system can help you get there.

Learn What to do, How to do it, and When!
Christian's simple, proven rules will teach you the basics of finding stocks that give you bigger
and better returns. You'll know when to trade and when not to trade.
You’ll learn specific patterns with specific criteria to trade. You’ll be able to spot trades every
day and differentiate good trades from bad. You’ll have a clear cut plan on what to do no
matter if the market moves up, down, sideways. No more worrying about emotions.
This knowledge will help you to take consistent profits out of the market and trade with more
confidence. And it's just one of the reasons why the 5-Star Trading Academy can be the
fastest and easiest way to make money from the market.
The stock market is complex. The more simple you keep your trading... the better gains you'll
see. It's true... the best way to profit is by simplifying everything and following a set of proven
rules that are known to work. It's all about do-able, uncomplicated steps, and checklists.
Look, nobody likes complicated and nobody stays with stuff that's difficult.
So when Christian set out to make this course, he knew that keeping it simple-to-follow and
easy-to-learn... people would actually USE the advice. And that makes all the difference in the
world... using the techniques and putting it into action.
You see, a successful trader doesn't have to make $10,000-plus every time he or she trades.
The best way to get rich in the stock market is slowly... with steady, consistent gains you
make by racking up a ton of winning trades, over and over again.
Christian's course will show you how to maximize every dollar and minimize losses by
learning when to trade and when not to.

Why 5 Star Trading Can Help You Make More Profits...
Christian researched, learned, and refined a proven system that helps identify stocks he feels
are going to make moves that you can profit from quickly and easily.
This system will help you make more winning trades, more often. You won’t have to spend

hours of your time sifting through reports, graphs, and research to find stocks to profit from.
He'll show you the simple, proven formula he uses to find the best trades to make.
Every detail laid out for you – That way, there’s no “guess work” and nothing left to chance.
Just follow the simple steps... it gives you the clear, simple, and specific directions you need
to make money, quickly and easily... day in and day out. Nothing hard to understand at all.
No matter if the market is going up, down, or sideways... you have to know WHERE to look to
find the gems that can add up to wealth over time.

And That's What 5-Star Trading will Show you
As you can imagine, it doesn't take long for a lot of smaller, steady gains to add up and make
a nice lump in your bank account.
Again, it's simply a matter of finding and getting in the right stocks before the gains happen.
When you know WHAT to look for... you'll be getting in at JUST the right time... so you can be
sure that you enjoy faster and easier profits. You'll also know when it's time to get out... before
the gains you make disappear.
You're getting step-by-step trading rules you can use to pick more winners more often. And
understanding the 3 big reasons why most people lose money trading is the critical part of
Christian's methods.
In fact... by skipping these same mistakes, it gives you the absolute best way to profit in
today’s uncertain times. Armed with these methods… you’ll be following a set of basic, proven
rules that work. With that, you'll start to profit more from the market. Profitable trading all
starts with a foundation... a set of rules that any trader follows if they're going to consistently
profit.

That's What You Get With the 5-Star Trading Academy...
It's the simple, proven basics rules of profitable trading that can make a fortune in the market.
Christian shows you why he picks certain stocks... giving you the method and reason why he
does what he does. Look... if you were a chef and created a new dish that was so delicious,
you had people lining up outside your restaurant just to get a taste... you'd make a recipe of
that dish, right?
You wouldn't try something new and different every time you go to make that dish? Absolutely
not. You'd follow the recipe and use the same ingredients that led to the masterpiece.
Well, your success in the stock market is the same. Just rely on what has already worked!
Instead of reinventing the wheel each time, you simply follow a few simple, proven rules that
have been working and will continue to work.
This course is Christian's 5-Star recipe for market profits, over and over again. This is a
proven system that will show you what makes a good trade and what doesn't. By following

some simple, proven rules... you'll be able to find and make winning trades easier.
This course will cut out your learning curve and all the trial and error... so you'll notice you
start trading with less worry, fear, or nervousness. You'll find that you're suddenly less anxious
about making certain trades because your confidence is at an all time high.

There Has Never Been an Easier Way to Trade
It's important to know that there ARE certain rules you can follow...some simple, proven
strategies that HAVE worked and WILL work now and in the future.
That's the secret to uncovering stocks that can bring you bigger and faster gains . It's from
following the proven rules that have already worked, time and time again.
Just like chefs don't try something new each time they make a specific dish... if you want to
consistently profit in the market...use a set of proven tool and techniques. You don't start over
and try something new each and every time you go to trade.
With this course, you'll learn how to make steady, consistent returns from the market. He’ll
show you when a potential trade is worth taking and will help you determine whether or not to
make a trade. There’s always a continuing stream of trading opportunities.

You'll Enjoy Bigger Wins, More Often!
That's why I urge you to check out his course. Traders who have the RIGHT knowledge can
make steady, consistent profits in any market.
You'll learn how to profit regardless of what the market is doing. If you’d like to get rid of the
guesswork when it comes to trading profitably and with more safety… and you’d like to apply
a rule-based trading method that picks winning stocks accurately and safely, this course
allows you to do that.
These basic rules will help you build a solid and profitable foundation in which you grow from.

Become a Consistently Profitable Trader...
Just follow these directions and start banking more profits. This is about as safe, reliable, and
fool-proof as it gets because you're following a proven system.
Christian and I have both made a ton of money following these same rules. There's no
reason you can't as well. Once you have a system and proven method... making gains and
profits will become the norm and losing will happen less and less.
Imagine the pride you feel when you’re successfully winning more trades and making better
gains. You’ll enjoy a higher level of confidence and a dramatic increase in income. When the
number of successful trades you make increases, so does your ability to grow your wealth.

This course will simplify trading so that it will be easy to understand.
 Learn the exact strategies Christian uses to trade and time frame in which he trades
 Learn a clearly defined trading system on when to enter and when to exit
 Get a game plan to use in all circumstances. You will know what to do at all times.
 You'll learn how to trade with just with few minutes a day and become highly profitable.
 You'll learn how to be consistently profitable. Most traders can be profitable in one
trade, for one day, or a week, but most sustain losses over time.
 What to look for when you're trying to find stocks to trade
 What makes a certain stock a winner and another a loser.
 How to spot and find potentially profitable stocks in a lot less time
 Learn how to tell when the best time is to enter a trade, how long to stay in, and when
to exit, so you can maximize your gains and reduce your risk
 Find out the REAL reason why most traders lose money... so you can stop doing it

Don’t Take My Word for It, Here are Real Life Successes
Christian had a student back in 2009 that told him she was about to retire and was worried
about how to fund her retirement after the 2008 crash. After Christian coached her, she
mentioned that her financial adviser had made her 20+% on her accounts. But on her own,
she made over 250% that year based on what she learned from Christian!
In 2010, another Average Joe told Christian that at the beginning of his learning experience,
he'd never made any money in the market. But in his final week of training, he was 4 out of 5
in his last 5 trades... and up an average of 21%! And just about a month ago, Stephen had
just finished up on his training. Prior to enrolling in Christian's course had been breaking even
in his trading. But just before finishing up he emailed Christian, showing all of his trades. He
was something like 19 out of 21 winning trades!

Do you see the $5.00 profit potential on the long and/or short side—depending on which way
this stock moves? This course will teach you how to spot opportunities like this every day.
In 6 months to 1 year, moves like these could easily lead to a six-figure account balance!

Soon YOU will begin spotting opportunities just like this!

These are Ordinary, Average People!
All they had was the simple, step-by-step instructions in this course.
Like I mentioned... I'm confident this system will help you make more profitable trades and
bank more money in less time. It has worked for every person who has seriously used it.
Many of Christian's students manage their portfolios from sunny beaches while trading right
from a favorite vacation spot! Or you may like looking over your stocks and orders on your
laptop while enjoying the sun on your back porch... or at your local coffee shop.
You’ll discover that the freedom trading has to offer is amazing … and quite frankly, the
lifestyle rewards are second to none.
If you want a day off, you take it. If you want a more relaxed beginning to the day, preferring
an 11am start, you can do that. It’s your choice. I don’t know many people who make this kind
of money for literally a few minutes work. And you can do that virtually anywhere in the world.
When you know exactly how to “trade right”... you could enjoy this freedom too. It’s a great
lifestyle and if there’s a better way to make a living, I've never come across it.

Secrets of Successful Trading Are Here For You...
Instead of the measly 3% your bank gives you for a CD that ties up your money long term...
you can follow Christian's rules to snowball a tiny investment into a larger bankroll!
This is one of the fastest and easiest ways to make steady, consistent gains from the
market... in very little time!
I can honestly say that Christian has perfected the direction you need in order to spot
opportunities in the market... no matter what the market is doing. Bullish, bearish, up, or
down... you'll see potential profit opportunities everywhere.
And once you're able to get consistently good at spotting set ups like Christian shows you in
his course... you'll find stocks that make HUGE gains on a regular basis.
Using this powerful system, you can enjoy more wins and bigger gains from the market... and
grow your retirement nest egg.
This course can help you become a much more effective and profitable trader because it
helps you break down complex trading approaches into much simpler, easier rules of trading.
Remember... most people lose money in the market. It's just a fact. And most people,

when they're in their retirement age, they have to work because they can't afford not to.

Why This is Different From Other Programs?
Again, the program focuses on the big 3 reasons why most traders lose money in the market.
1. They let emotions like fear and greed get the best of them. This system removes
emotions. You're simply following steps and directions.
2. Most people swing for the fences and shoot for home runs each time, instead of
singles or doubles (smaller profits that are consistent, they add up to a huge nest egg)
They want to hit it big with the next Microsoft or Apple, so they swing for the fences.
The problem is, if they strike out... they're out of money. This course will show you how
to make steady, consistent profits that can add up quick, so you get rich slowly.
3. Most people tend to over complicate things and fail to follow a simple, basic system of
“rules”. Simple is always better. Overcomplicated usually makes it so people either
don't use it or don't follow it right. This course makes trading simple again, so you can
just follow the system and it will be easy as anything.
Bottom line: This course is designed to keep you from making the same 3 mistakes MOST
traders make. And if you follow the steps laid out for you, chances are you’ll be winning more
trades and enjoying bigger, healthier profits.
When you're able to get rid of the 3 reasons why people lose money in the market... you
AUTOMATICALLY become one of the most profitable traders!
Over the years, Christian and I have become recognized as highly acclaimed traders because
we both achieved huge success from trading. When Christian showed me what he had in this
program... I knew it was too good to not share it with you.
We both truly want to share and give back in any way we can. We'll teach you how to be
CONSISTENTLY profitable each day you trade.

If Anything, You Get Rich Slowly!
This is a predictable lifelong income if you learn how to trade like we show you in the course.
Just think… follow the simple instructions and in no time, you’ll be able to pay off bills and
debt and have money in your pocket! You can take the vacation of your dreams. You can
retire and spend your days on the beach while everyone else keeps working.
This will shortcut your learning curve by years. This is your opportunity to learn a “can't miss”
trading system from a world renowned trader.
Now, can I promise you yachts, mansions and vast fortunes? Of course not! And you'd know I
was a liar if I did. But what I CAN say is... if you trade using a proven system and method that
works... you're much more likely to make money yourself.

Believe me, you CAN get wealthy from the stock market and do it in less time than you would
using trial and error. But the key is to get rich slowly by getting steady, consistent profits, over
and over again.
Christian will show you how to spot great set ups and trading opportunities to profit from.

You Just Have to Know What to look for
If you follow the system, you're setting yourself up for the best chance to profit... because
you're following a set of rules that have already worked.
Listen: To be as successful as Christian for as long as he has been, you MUST know what
you're doing. Now, I'm not saying he never gets a trade wrong. After all, this is the stock
market and no one can claim with absolute certainty they'll get every pick right.
But you can rest assured: Christian knows what he's doing! More importantly, he KNOWS
how to make you money!
When you learn his simple, proven rules... you'll be following a system that gets results.
While other traders remain victims of the scams... you'll be smiling all the way to the bank!
Let me be blunt: When it comes to investing... the only way to accumulate substantial wealth
is to be on the INSIDE. In other words, those “in the know” tend to win while those who are
“in the dark” tend to lose.
But most people are purposely kept in the dark by mass media who just spits out mass
produced information. It makes me mad to see the bad information that's being spit out by
incompetent Wall Street gurus. Information that's supposed to be "good advice" but takes you
further away from your goals!
Day after day and week after week, investors like yourself are being fed bogus advice and
information in in newspapers, magazines, TV and online. Our goal is to simplify the entire
process... by showing you what really works to get the kind of returns you want.

So is 5-Star Trading Right for you?
Why not find out for yourself. I've asked Christian if he'd be willing to give you a RISK-FREE
TRIAL for you to test-drive the System.
This is your chance to try it out, take the profits, and experience firsthand how it feels to make
money BIG MONEY. If you're OK with it... welcome aboard! This course can help you
generate profits at a staggering pace because it shows you what to look for when trading.
Remember... a diet of steady profits will take you where you want to go. By refusing to follow
the herd……you can enjoy a growing nest-egg that can support you and your family.
Believe me, the most profitable traders follow a system that helps them identify the hottest
stocks. This is what this 5 Star Trading Course can do for you. This system focuses on trades

that can make steady, consistent, reliable profits.
Even though trading is a high-stakes game, you can find plenty of fundamentally sound
stocks that will put healthy gains in your pocket. You can come in and make steady,
consistent returns while other traders lose because they're looking for “the next big Microsoft”.
By going through the 5 Star Academy Trading course, Christian made it easy for any trader to
learn how to spot and make profitable trades fast. You’ll know what to do and when. You
won’t have to guess.
Just follow and copy the system and you'll profit as a result. With this system for picking the
best stocks... you can take fast, consistent profits over and over again.

It's Not Hard to do... IF You Know what You're Looking For
With a small amount of money and armed with this information, you can turn several
thousand dollars into a fortune with your computer from anywhere in the world.
For every dollar you put into the pot, you receive $5, $15, $20 or more back!
There are average traders just like you doing this every day... living their dreams and building
retirement nest eggs from wherever they choose. The 5-Star Trading Academy is a real
system to follow that makes consistent profits regardless of market conditions … the same
system which has made Christian and I a lot of money.
That includes tools and coaching that are among the best Wall Street has ever seen.
Everything you need to know about successful trading has been captured in this program!
Plus you get a workbook to test your knowledge, and 2 hours' worth of video classroom
training to tie it all together.

How Much Does this Cost?
I’m sure you’re wondering how much Christian is charging to reveal his trading system?
Honestly, this will cost you absolutely NOTHING.
In fact, it will make you money and may possible do it the first day you use it to trade.
Students have paid Christian thousands of dollars to learn this same exact method. And
honestly, it’s been well worth it because they’ve made much more than their initial investment.
Both Christian and I have hourly coaching and consulting rates of $500 per hour. Even $500
is a small investment when you’re talking about a proven system that can make that much a
DAY! It won’t take many days until you make up your investment.
Again, think of how much money you’ll make in the markets over the course of 2 years, 5
years, even 10 years. But the great news is, it’s not going to cost you $500. Our goal is to put
this trading method into as many hands as possible, because we know how life-changing it is.

Since we've been able to package all of this information into a course, it doesn't take up our
time at all, so we can really give you a lower price. So instead of having to pay $500 per hour
for coaching, we've decided to price it at just $199.

But There’s Even Better News if You Act now…
If you act right now, today, we'll knock $100 off the price as a fast-action bonus... so your total
for taking action now is just $99!
That’s right… to reward those who are action takers… I’m going to knock another $100 off the
already-reduced price. That's why we've priced this to be very affordable... we don't want
finances to be the reason why you don't pick this course up.
I'll be honest with you, even if you use this course and make just a few trades... it's possible to
earn your investment back PLUS profit on your first trade. So, if you believe this is right for
you, take the risk-free trial, take the profits, and make your final decision later.
After going through the course, you will quickly enjoy more wins and profits from the market.
If you have a job and are looking to replace your income and eventually quit, trading is
something that only needs a few hours a day. If you're an investor and are looking for more
income… this is for you. If you're not working and are looking for an income… this is for you.
Look, if you’re at a point in your life where you’re just not happy because of the money you’re
not making or you’re not happy with your job, your boss, or your lack of freedom…

Put the 5-Star Trading Academy to work for you!
You'll gain a solid understanding of exactly what to do to trade successfully in the market!
You'll also maintain a higher ratio of winning trades and have absolute confidence in your
trades as long as you follow everything Christian teaches in the course.
The steps, rules, and techniques in the 5-Star Trading Academy illustrate the same
knowledge and trading processes Christian and I used to generate fortunes in the market.
Because we want to make this affordable for any trader to use and profit from... it's only $99
for the 5-Star Trading Academy Manual, Workbook and 2-hour Video Trading Tutorial.

The Manual
No other manual is so concise and clearly teaches you the best of the basics to wealth in the
stock market. Complete with charts and examples, the manual includes the 5 step approach
to trading, the 5 important price patterns and the most common mistakes traders make.

The Workbook
The workbook tests your knowledge after studying the manual. and you can refer back to the
workbook again and again to sharpen your knowledge. The workbook covers general
questions, support and resistance levels, and chart patterns.

The Video
The video is 2 hours of pure information and content that ties the entire trading course and
philosophy together. The video training tutorials include 2 hours packed with professional
video training taught by Christian. You'll see in real time how a professional trader and coach
works his magic. Watch as this video training ties the entire course together with real life
examples, trading sequences, explanations, illustrated price level and pattern scenarios taken
directly from performing stock charts.

ORDER NOW And the First 250 People Also Receive These 2
Gifts, Worth AT LEAST $538, Absolutely Free!
Free Bonus #1: Marketcast Calls ($250 value)
When you sign up for the 5-Star Trading course, you'll also get Christian Tharp's awesome
Marketcast calls, conducted every Monday and Friday at 9am EST.
For the first 250 who order the 5-Star Trading Academy, I'll include 2 free months' worth of
Christian Tharp's Marketcast Calls and his Mid-Week E-Mail Update!
Marketcast Calls take place every Monday and Friday Morning at 9am. Here you can listen
to Christian's forecast, commentary, and analysis on the market. Plus he gives you a peak at
stocks he's ready to trade or is already trading.

Free Bonus #2: The Mid Week Email Update($295 value)
And in-between Marketcast calls... you can stay in touch with Christian every Wednesday
morning with The Mid-Week Email Update. Here he shares his take on any news or
developments that may affect the market or your investments. This is a $295 value and
students receive thousands of dollars of potential profit value and education from every call!
BUT I can offer these TWO BONUSES to the first 250 who order the 5-Star Trading Academy.
Watch the video tutorials, test yourself on your knowledge using the workbook and listen to
the Marketcast calls. If you're completely satisfied after 60 days you'll pay just $29.95 a month
for unlimited access to the Marketcast Calls and Mid-Week Email Update.
PLUS, if I hear from you in the next 24-hours you get TWO ADDITIONAL BONUSES
ABSOLUTELY FREE!
Get complimentary subscriptions to our two top trading online newsletters the manual plus the
incredible BONUS 2-month membership to Christian Tharp's Marketcast!

Every trading day prior to the market open... you'll get Today's Big Stock containing Christian's
potential biggest winning stock of the day. Sent each day by email it comes with a simple
easy to read 1-year chart showing the set-up of a potential big breakout. It comes with
Christian's commentary, analysis and instructions on how he plans on playing the stock.

Join more than 150,000 readers who start every day completely informed and prepared! Sent
via email every day The Mesh Report alerts you to breaking financial news that could affect
your trading portfolio.
It offers a unique perspective on the real story behind what the media is reporting opening
your eyes to new ideas and fresh perspectives. You'll get unparalleled access to a team of top
traders and market experts.
A private-brain trust covering all financial news from treasuries and futures, stocks and
options, to politics while giving you their unique perspective on the day's events in the
financial markets.
So you get the Manual, the Workbook, the Video Tutorials, the Marketcast calls,
the Mid week emails, plus complimentary access to the Today's Big Stock e-letter
and The Mesh Report. All of this for just $99.

Take 60 Days to Trade Without Risking a Penny!
Give the 5-Star Trading Academy course a test drive and use it to make money for 60 days. If
you’re not absolutely thrilled with what it’s done for you during those first 60 days, you'll
instantly get your $99 back. Just sent the 5-Star Trading Academy course materials back.
You don’t have to make a lifetime commitment to get started, just give it a fair chance. What's
most important is that you understand you're not taking any risk at all.
If you feel this system isn’t the easiest, fastest, and most reliable way for you to make more
successful trades than you’ve ever done, you get your money back. No hassles, no questions
asked. And that’s more than a guarantee, that’s a promise.
If you're completely satisfied after 60 days... it's just $29.95 a month for unlimited access to
the Marketcast Calls and Mid-Week Email Update. I think you'll agree that's fair!
You know... I'm positive this will give you everything you need to become profitable. Christian
and I have already proven these techniques work like gangbusters. They've also worked for
each and every person who has seriously follow them. Become one of the select few who
take money out of the market all the time.
Learning how has never been easier, more fun or lower cost than 5-Star Trading Academy.
The biggest risk you face is NOT ensuring a solid financial future for yourself. The way I
recommend you build that future is to take financial freedom into your own hands and learn
how to continually grab healthy, steady profits and gains from the market. The stock market is
one of the fastest and easiest ways to make a lot of money.

You Have an Important Choice to Make Here

You can keep doing what you’re doing…and keep getting the same trading results you're
getting. But are those the kind of returns you want?
Think about where you’ll be if you don’t take action right now. Where will you be in a month, 3
months, or a year? Most likely in the same spot you’re at now. Is that what you want?
Remember: The 5-Star Trading Academy will teach you what you need to know so you can go
out and make steady, consistent gains from the market... simply and easily!
The 5-Star Trading Academy puts you in control of the proven rules and strategies you need
to know in order to gain the kind of wealth you want. I've seen thousands succeed using what
Christian and I have taught.
If you’re tired of not having the money or freedom you want... this is a small investment when
you consider the returns you could get. You can give your family the life you want and the kind
of future you want to give.
Today could be the turning point in your life you've been waiting for. This is your chance
to live life on your own terms. You deserve this. It's important that YOU'RE happy!
So go ahead and take the next step and join today. Please remember... space is extremely
limited in the 5-Star Trading Academy. I only have 500 spaces open for enrollment. If you pass
up this opportunity now, I can't guarantee it'll be waiting for you later.
The 5-Star Trading Academy will teach you exactly how to take advantage of the thousands of
profit opportunities out there.
Enroll in the 5-Star Trading Academy and Christian can show you everything you'll need to
achieve success in the stock market. I'm absolutely convinced that anyone can make
handsome profits trading stocks in just a few hours a week!
The 5-Star Trading Academy arms you with the powerful knowledge, skills and trading tools
you need to take consistent profits from the market.
You could be driving the new car of your dreams because you made enough money in pure
profits from your trades. Take the much-needed vacation you want to take.
Go where you want, travel the world, and enjoy your day while sitting on the beach in tropical
paradise, checking your daily trades on your laptop computer (if you even want to bring it!)
Buy that dream home you've always wanted in the desirable neighborhood you want to live in.
I have a feeling this is for you. The fact that you're reading this right now tells me you
UNDERSTAND that in the world of stock trading... there are rules and systems that give you a
better chance of profiting.
So take the next step... by giving it a RISK-FREE try today!

ORDER BUTTON

Sincerely,
Adam Wesh
Publisher,
P.S. Remember, you can take this entire system for a test drive. And the best part is... by
using Christian's trading rules, you can pick more winners, more often, and snowball your
profits into a big lump sum of cash.
You're going to learn not only when to buy them, but when to let them go... so you can
capture magnificent profits along the way. You can turn your financial situation around, once
and for all.
If you’re ready to put the stress and frustration of bosses, commutes, and jobs behind you…
and have more freedom, time, and money to enjoy… this is your chance
P.P.S. You DON'T want to get emotionally involved in the market. That's where greed,
hunches, and guesses can KILL your chances of picking proven winners. So take the emotion
out of it and just follow this step-by-step system.
The sad thing is... MOST investors and traders do not make money for the 3 reasons I
mentioned above.
Do you want to buck that trend and be one of the rare few who do? Do you want to have a
much brighter financial future? Then take control and invest in YOUR education right now.
Simply click below to get this now. And remember, you have nothing to lose and no risk at all.
If you don’t feel it was 100% worth it… you'll receive a full and total refund. That's more than a
guarantee, that's a personal promise.
We’ll be with you each step of the way… giving you everything need to know. You’ll soon be
doing your first trade and on your way to making an incredible living.
Go ahead and order now while it’s fresh on your mind…

